Tyson Recall FAQ
Which products are part of this recall?
Tyson has implemented a nationwide recall for PRECOOKED FROZEN CHICKEN PRODUCTS. The following
items are a part of this recall. For the NTFB this includes the USDA item--- “Chicken Fajita Strips- PreCooked.” To date raw or non-cooked products have NOT been identified as part of this recall.
How did these foods get to the North Texas Food Bank?
Like other hunger relief organizations- the Food Bank depends on donated food from food distributors,
manufacturers and even growers. We were notified of this recall by the USDA as well as Feeding
America and took immediate steps to launch our recall process.
When was the North Texas Food Bank notified of this issue?
The recall was sent via Feeding America on July 6th - we have implemented our recall process which
includes- assessing all potentially impacted products, quarantining, and destroying impacted products,
identifying impacted agencies, and contacting these.
What actions has the North Texas Food Bank taken to protect our neighbors?
Since being notified of the recall, we have implemented our recall process which includes- assessing all
potentially impacted products, quarantining, and destroying impacted products, identifying impacted
agencies, and contacting these. In addition, we are asking agencies to remain diligent about checking
products that they receive from their retail donors as these items could be contaminated. We are having
a special sort this weekend to ensure that all products that were donated outside of a bulk donation are
inspected- if necessary these will be destroyed.
How many agencies were impacted by this recall?
To date the NTFB has identified 65 Feeding Network partners who have been impacted- this includes 2
of Hubs (Redistribution Organizations) locations.
If I have this product, what should I do?
Any agency who receives any of this impacted product should destroy it immediately.
What if someone has consumed this product already?
If a member of your community believes they have consumed this product or have flu like symptoms
they should contact their doctor immediately. Pregnant women and people with weakened immune
symptoms have a greater risk.
If I didn’t receive this product from NTFB, am I still at risk?
The North Texas Food Bank mobilized quickly to inspect all frozen chicken upon learning about this
recall. All frozen precooked chicken was inspected, and Tyson products were quarantined. Impacted
products will be destroyed and WILL NOT be distributed. However, this recall is nationwide, which
means that your local retailer may have had these products on their shelves and could have donated

them to your agency via the direct retail program. Agencies should familiarize themselves with the
product list and images here.
Is the NTFB the only impacted Food Bank?
This is a national recall, and some of the products on the list are actually USDA items which means that
all food banks in the Feeding America network were been impacted. Each will work to identify the
agencies impacted. To date the North Texas Food Bank has identified 65 impacted agencies, including 2
HUBs- all are being contacted as part of the NTFBs recall process.
Has anyone become ill due to this recall?
This is a national recall which has impacted grocers, as well as Food Banks and other consumers. To date
at least one person in the United States has died- and many others have become ill. The Food Bank
worked quickly to mobilize our recall process to ensure that our partners could immediately destroy this
product.

